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Old Business



1310 N Rampart
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ADDRESS: 1310 N. Rampart Street   

OWNER: Esplanade Nola LLC APPLICANT: Giuseppe Dipasquale 

ZONING: VCC-2 SQUARE: 108 

USE: Vacant & Residential LOT SIZE: 1492.95 sq. ft. 

DENSITY:  OPEN SPACE:  

ALLOWED: 1 Unit REQUIRED: 447.9 sq. ft. 

EXISTING: Unknown EXISTING: 70 sq. ft. 

PROPOSED: No change PROPOSED: No change 

 

ARCHITECTURAL/HISTORICAL DESCIPTION OF PROPERTY: 

 

Main building: Brown, detrimental, or of no architectural and/or historic significance 

 

A c. 1920 commercial structure with no architectural merit or detailing. 

 

Architecture Committee Meeting of      03/23/2021 

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     03/23/2021 

Permit #20-46919-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Erin Vogt 

 

Proposal to replace roof and install new mechanical platform and equipment, per application & materials 

received 11/17/2020 & 03/16/2021, respectively. 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   03/23/2021 

 

At the previous review on 03/09/2021, questions were raised regarding the ongoing status of the billboard 

that would partially screen the proposed equipment. That status has not yet been conclusively established, 

but the Law Department and Zoning have been looking into the matter. The applicant has submitted a 

revised proposal for a proposed mechanical screen, and the owner’s attorney, Mr. Neel A. Choudhury, 

submitted a letter which states: 

 

“After a legal review, Esplanade NOLA is aware of no current laws that require future 

removal of the Billboard. Additionally, to mitigate any further concerns about the 

Billboard’s future, Esplanade NOLA will agree to a covenant obligating it to build a 

screen covering the mechanical rack if in the future the Billboard is ever taken down. 

Or, in the alternative, Esplanade NOLA will agree to build the screen now as part of 

this emergency permit so that the screen will be in place independent of the Billboard. 

A drawing of such a screen is attached to this submittal for conceptual approval.  

 

In either alternative, any issue regarding the future removal of the Billboard for the 

purposes of the ARC approving the proposed work is rendered moot.” 

 

The drawings show the proposed screening on the N. Rampart and Barracks sides of the equipment 

platform, which is in the same position behind the billboard, as previously presented. It is made from 

perforated carbon steel, cold rolled, 16 gauge, with ¾” round perforations on 1” staggered centers, giving 

it 51% open area. The overall height is not specified and the platform is shown in axon, but appears to be 

the same height as the water cooler, which is noted as being 6’-11” tall.  

 

Staff has no objection to considering the billboard separately, and notes that it, if left in place, may still 

function as a form of secondary screening even if the equipment is moved further back towards 

Burgundy. While staff finds the proposed screening to be very contemporary, a wooden lattice screen 

may appear very atypical for a building of this style and a screen of this height. If painted a discreet color, 

the proposed screening may be considered the most appropriate option that would still allow the 

equipment to breathe.  

 

Regardless of the billboard’s future status, staff recommends the equipment platform be moved further 

back towards Burgundy and screened on all four sides. Details will be required showing the screen 

attachment at the safety rail, how the platform is accessed for maintenance (such as a gate in the screen), 

roof pad locations, and roof hatch (or alternate means of access), as well as flashing and drainage for the 

roof system.  

 

Since adding numerous pieces of equipment to the roof of 1036 Esplanade would be hugely detrimental to 

that property compared to installing the geothermal equipment at this property with no historic or 

architectural significance, staff recommends conceptual approval of the rooftop equipment and roof 

replacement, with provisos that the platform be moved closer to Burgundy and the screening be installed 

on all four sides. 

 

ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE ACTION:   03/23/2021 
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Architecture Committee Meeting of      03/09/2021 
 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     03/09/2021 

Permit #20-46919-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Erin Vogt 
 

Proposal to replace roof and install new mechanical platform and equipment, per application & materials 

received 11/17/2020 & 02/24/2021, respectively. 
 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   03/09/2021 
 

The applicant is proposing to replace the standing seam metal roof system with a new single ply roof, 

install a 30’-1” x 10’-10” metal roof rack with safety rail, and install a fluid cooler, water circulation 

pump, and thermal expansion tank. When initially reviewing the application, staff contacted the applicant 

to inquire if the equipment was being installed as part of a change of use for the building; the applicant 

responded that the building use is not changing, but the equipment will be serving the geothermal system 

for the neighboring restaurant at 1036-1040 Esplanade, which has shared ownership with 1310 N. 

Rampart. Concerned that crossing the property line might be an issue and wishing to avoid a 

resubdivision with two historically unrelated parcels that happen to share ownership at this time, staff 

contacted various departments within the City to ask if this proposal would be considered. The applicant 

then filed an application with the Board of Building Standards and Appeals, asking to be allowed to run 

two hydronic water lines from the roof equipment rack at 1310 N. Rampart to the geothermal well field at 

1036-40. The BBSA found the proposal approvable and the applicant has been working with the 

Mechanical and Building Divisions. 
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At 1036-40, geothermal equipment was used to minimize the above-ground impact of mechanical 

equipment on the existing buildings and surrounding properties. However, the secondary mechanical 

equipment (including condensers for the residential units, restaurant’s ice machines, walk-in coolers, and 

frozen drink machines) is not handled by the current geothermal system and would still need to be 

installed on the roof of the yellow-rated two-story building at 1036 Esplanade. If the applicant is not 

allowed to install additional geothermal at 1310, the size of the rooftop platform at 1036 may need to 

increase significantly as a result. This would be of great concern to staff since the platform would 

consume almost the entire Burgundy-side roof slope of the yellow-rated building, and would be highly 

visible at a very prominent corner. By installing the additional geothermal equipment on the roof of 1310 

N. Rampart, eight pieces of equipment at 1036 Esplanade can be eliminated entirely, leaving only a small 

platform on the roof for the maintenance and repair of the restaurant’s hood vent.  

 

At 1310, structural reinforcement and repairs will be undertaken on the interior of the building to support 

the new equipment. The platform, which is supported by wide flange beams and measures roughly 30’ x 

11’, is set back 11’-0” from the front face of the building and has a 42” tall safety rail at the perimeter. 

Roof pads are shown but no rooftop access (such as a roof hatch or ladder) is indicated on the drawings. 

The platform is immediately adjacent to the billboard between 1310 and 1040, which will block its view 

from Esplanade and N. Rampart (when traveling downriver). Unfortunately, this location will be highly 

visible from Barracks and N. Rampart when headed upriver. The most significant piece of equipment is 

the water cooler, which measures 15’-0” L x 6’-11” H (width not specified).  

 

Staff finds the proposal to add one large piece of equipment and two smaller pieces to the roof of a 

brown-rated building to be highly preferable to the installation of a roof rack (measuring approximately 

7’-0” x 40’-0) and eight pieces of equipment on the roof of a yellow-rated building. With the impact to 

the neighboring property considered, staff recommends conceptual approval of the proposal. 

 

Staff requests that roof access for 1310 be clearly noted on the drawings, and a roof hatch should be 

added if none currently exists. Additionally, the Committee may wish to require increased railing height 

and screening to obscure the visibility of the equipment from the upriver direction of N. Rampart. 

Measures to address demolition by neglect at the property should be taken as well. 

 

ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE ACTION:   03/09/2021 

 

Ms. Vogt presented the property report with Mr. Martin present on behalf of the application. Mr. Martin 

stated that staff clearly recapped the situation; that they reevaluated the previously approved conventional 

HVAC proposal, looking for an option that was more sustainable and had less impact on the surrounding 

properties. They eliminated a great deal of equipment by choosing to use geothermal wells and will study 

the data over the next year. He added that they received approval from the BBSA to cross the property 

line. Mr. Fifield asked if any of the equipment could be installed at grade or on the interior; Mr. Martin 

answered that some of the equipment was being moved to the interior, but the equipment proposed for the 

roof must be located outside. Mr. Fifield asked how much exterior space was available at grade; Mr. 

Martin responded that the courtyard was being used by the restaurant and covered the geothermal 

equipment.  

 

Mr. Fifield noted that the proposal used the billboard to screen the equipment. He asked if the billboard 

was prescribed, and, if so, would it expire and when? Mr. Block stated that he would inquire about the 

billboard’s status. Mr. Bergeron asked what 1310’s current use is; Mr. Martin responded that the first 

floor is an office, not affiliated with the adjacent restaurant, and the remaining building is residential. Mr. 

Fifield asked Mr. Martin to clarify the locations of the geothermal wells; Mr. Martin responded that the 

well field was located in the courtyard at 1310 and would be paved above.  

 

Ms. DiMaggio stated that appreciated Mr. Fifield’s comments regarding the billboard. She added that, if 

there were a chance the billboard would be removed in future, the equipment should be pushed further 

back from the front face of the building. Mr. Fifield asked how long the billboard was in lease; Mr. 

Martin responded that he was unsure. Mr. Fifield agreed that, if the billboard is not approved in 

perpetuity, the equipment should be pushed back and fully screened. With no further discussion needed, 

he moved on to the next item on the agenda. 

 

No Public Comment 

 

Discussion and Motion: 

Mr. Bergeron moved to defer the proposal so the status of the billboard could be determined. Mr. Fifield 

asked if he would accept an amendment to the motion, noting that it was the responsibility of the 

applicant to determine the billboard’s status. Mr. Bergeron accepted the amendment. Ms. DiMaggio 

seconded the motion, which passed unanimously. 
 



New Business



721 Chartres
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ADDRESS: 721 Chartres Street    

OWNER: Archdiocese of New Orleans APPLICANT: St. Louis Cathedral 

ZONING: VCR-1 SQUARE: 45 

USE: Place of Worship LOT SIZE: 29,925 sq. ft. 

DENSITY-  OPEN SPACE-  

    ALLOWED: Not Applicable     REQUIRED: 8,978 sq. ft. 

    EXISTING: Not Applicable     EXISTING: 12,825 sq. ft. 

    PROPOSED: Not Applicable     PROPOSED: No Change 

 

ARCHITECTURAL / HISTORICAL DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 

 

In 1850 the French architect J.N.B. DePouilly enlarged and remodeled the old parish church to be more 

visibly compatible with the newly constructed Pontalba Buildings and with improvements made to the 

Cabildo and Presbytere.  The result of DePouilly's work was a lengthened nave, a heightened facade, and a 

new airy steeple (later covered with slate). Thus this focal point of the Vieux Carré’s public square actually 

dates from the mid-nineteenth century and only includes a few wall fragments of the Spanish church.  

 

Rating:  Purple - of National Architectural and/or Historical Importance. 

 

Architecture Committee Meeting of     03/23/2021    

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     03/23/2021 

Permit # 21-05684-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Nick Albrecht 

 

Proposal to remove two existing electric light fixtures and to install two new hanging copper electric fixtures, 

per application & materials received 03/04/2021. 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   03/23/2021 

 

The existing fixtures are located with one each above each of the two side doors that access Pirate’s and Pere 

Antoine Alley. The applicant proposes to remove the existing non-functioning fixtures and install new 21” 

hanging copper lantern fixtures on new brackets in the same locations as the existing.  

 

Staff searched for historic photographs of these side doors, hoping to provide more information regarding the 

existing fixture and the existing decorative bracket, but unfortunately found very few photographs of this 

area of the building. Staff finds it unlikely that the existing hanging fixtures carry any historic significance 

but staff is more wary of the existing decorative bracket that the fixture hangs from. These brackets appear to 

predate the existing light fixtures. Staff questions if the applicant has any additional information regarding 

the existing light fixtures and decorative brackets. 

 

The proposed new lantern would measure 21” tall, which appears would be larger than the existing fixture. 

The proposed fixture would also be made from copper while the existing is painted black metal. Staff 

questions if this size increase and material change is appropriate.  

 

Staff recommends deferral of the application to allow for more research to be conducted and to potentially 

revise the proposal as needed.  

 

ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE ACTION:   03/23/2021 

 



615 Toulouse
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ADDRESS: 615 Toulouse St.   

OWNER: 615 Toulouse Owner, LLC APPLICANT: John C. Williams 

ZONING: VCC-2 SQUARE: 42 

USE: Live Performance Venue LOT SIZE: 4,327.6 sq. ft. 

DENSITY:  OPEN SPACE:  

ALLOWED: 7 units REQUIRED: 1298.3 sq. ft. 

EXISTING: None EXISTING: Unknown 

PROPOSED: No change PROPOSED: No change 

 

ARCHITECTURAL/HISTORICAL DESCIPTION OF PROPERTY: 

 

Main building: Orange, 20th century construction. 

Rear portion: Green, of local architectural and/or historic significance. 

 

This building, known as the Toulouse Theatre, is a 1970 reconstruction by Koch and Wilson Architects. 

In the 19th c. there was a c. 1870 3-story brick store with ground-floor cast iron columns on the site. Then 

by the late 1920s, there was a 2-story brick auto repair shop on the site, which could have reused a portion 

of the earlier structure, including the rear portion. Then in the late 1960s, the older structure was 

demolished, retaining the rear building, and the existing building was rebuilt. 

 

Architecture Committee Meeting of      03/23/2021 

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     03/23/2021 

Permit #21-06765-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Erin Vogt 

 

Proposal to install new rear door and install mechanical equipment, in conjunction with renovation, per 

application & materials received 03/09/2021. 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   03/23/2021 

 

The applicant has submitted a proposal to renovate the live entertainment venue, including the addition of 

a new emergency exit, a replacement roof, and new rooftop mechanical equipment, as follows: 

 

Emergency exit: 

A new opening for a painted, hollow 90-minute metal door is proposed at the rear of the main building. 

The applicant stated that the Fire Marshall is requiring the additional exit for egress of the backstage area. 

While a survey has not yet been provided, the drawings indicate that the rear wall is on the property line, 

and the life safety plan shows egress paths through the properties at 621 Toulouse and 619 Chartres. The 

door is shown as a flat, unpanelled door, which the applicant intends to paint to match the adjacent wall 

color to minimize visual impact on the neighboring courtyard. Alterations to the adjacent planter are 

shown, as well as the addition of a brick landing at the new exit. Staff requests confirmation that the 

planter and landing alterations are located on the adjacent property, and notes that permits must be pulled 

for all relevant properties where work will occur.  

 

While staff has no objection to the installation of an emergency exit for the purposes of ensuring life 

safety requirements are met, staff notes that similar metal fire rated doors have been required to be 

paneled to better fit the tout ensemble of the district. However, given the discrete location and the 

applicant’s intention to paint the door to match the adjacent wall, the Committee may find the proposed 

approach to be acceptable. Staff requests that the applicant provide full head, jamb, and sill details, as 

well as a lintel detail for the new opening, with any revisions to be completed as requested by the 

Committee. 

 

Roof and rooftop equipment:  

The applicant proposes to replace the existing flat roof system with a new TPO roof membrane and 

flashing. While no detail drawings for this system have been provided yet, the applicant stated that they 

have no intention of installing metal cap flashing; assuming these details are typical and within VCC 

Design Guidelines, the roof may be conceptually approved and permitted at staff level.  

 

Two (2) 10-ton Carrier condensers will replace existing equipment towards the rear of the roof, and a 

mini split will be added to serve the green room. No specs have been provided for the mini split, but final 

approval can be handled at staff level if the location is found conceptually approvable. The 10-ton units 

measure 7’-4” x 5’-0” x 4’-2” and the outdoor sound output is noted as between 66.3 – 88.6 dBA. 

Considering the size of the equipment and the isolated location, staff does not find the acoustical data to 

be objectionable. 

 

Staff notes that the permit includes other items that can be handled at staff level, some of which require 

minor revisions prior to permit. Additionally, the front entry doors on Toulouse are noted as “provide 
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surface mounted egress hardware.” This item will likely require Committee review once the applicant has 

explored their options and submits proposed hardware, but the applicant did state that their intention is to 

mount panic hardware below the glass lites so it is not visible from the exterior. 

 

Overall, staff recommends conceptual approval of the proposed work, with additional materials to be 

submitted for further review as noted above. 

 

ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE ACTION:   03/23/2021 

 
 



813 Barracks
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ADDRESS: 813 Barracks Street   

OWNER: Richard M Wilkinson APPLICANT: John C. Williams 

ZONING: VCR-1 SQUARE: 80 

USE: Residential LOT SIZE: 3800 sq. ft. 

DENSITY:  OPEN SPACE:  

ALLOWED: 4 Units REQUIRED: 1140 sq. ft. 

EXISTING: 1 Unit EXISTING: 839 sq. ft. 

PROPOSED: No change PROPOSED: No change 

 

ARCHITECTURAL/HISTORICAL DESCIPTION OF PROPERTY: 

 

Main building & service building: Green, of local architectural and/or historic significance. 

 

C. 1886 Victorian 3-bay frame cottage, which has a side bay. 

 

Architecture Committee Meeting of      03/23/2021 

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     03/23/2021 

Permit #21-06790-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Erin Vogt 

 

Proposal to add new window to rear elevation, per application & materials received 03/09/2021. 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   03/23/2021 

 

The applicant proposes to add a six-over-six, double-hung window to the Esplanade-side elevation of the 

main building, which is a single story and includes a covered porch. The window will match similar 

openings on the main building in size and is shown with a pair of louvered shutters.  

 

The VCC Design Guidelines state that “the arrangement, size, and proportions of window and/or door 

openings are key components of a building’s style and character. As a result, the modification or addition 

of window or door openings is discouraged, particularly on a more prominent building façade.” (VCC 

DG: 07-20) If found conceptually approvable by the Committee, the Guidelines require Commission 

review due to the building’s Green rating. 

 

Staff notes that head, jamb, and sill details for the window do not show muntin profiles and include 

double glazing. Staff contacted the applicant to inquire about their intent; while they did not have time to 

revise the drawings in time for the meeting, the applicant confirmed that the window will be single glazed 

and all profiles will match the existing millwork.  

 

While the Design Guidelines discourage the addition of new millwork, staff does find it unusual that this 

elevation would not have any windows. It is possible that exploratory demolition of the interior may find 

evidence of a previously existing window. If no window existed, the proposal may still be considered less 

objectionable since the elevation is not a prominent building façade. In keeping with the Design 

Guidelines, staff cannot recommend conceptual approval for this installation. However, if found to be an 

approvable exception by the Committee, staff suggests that the window be centered on the porch bay, so 

the shutters do not extend past the wall.  

 

ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE ACTION:   03/23/2021 

 



740 Dauphine
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ADDRESS: 738-740 Dauphine St.   

OWNER: 740 Dauphine LLC APPLICANT: Patrick Tucker 

ZONING: VCR-1 SQUARE: 74 

USE: Commercial/Bar LOT SIZE: 1890 sq. ft. 

DENSITY-  OPEN SPACE-  

    ALLOWED: 1 Unit     REQUIRED: 378 sq. ft. 

    EXISTING: Unknown     EXISTING: 0 sq. ft. 

    PROPOSED: No Change     PROPOSED: No Change 
 

 

ARCHITECTURAL / HISTORICAL DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY 

 

2-story masonry corner commercial building, which actually is a 19th century Creole cottage that had a 

second floor added c. 1920. The service building from the earlier structure remains at 834 St. Ann. 

 

Rating:  Main Building:    Yellow 

Service Building:  Green, of local architectural and/or historical significance. 

 

Architecture Committee Meeting of     03/23/2021   

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     03/23/2021 

Permit # 21-06778-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Nick Albrecht 

 

Conceptual review of proposed new roof over existing gallery, per application & materials received 

03/09/2021. 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   03/23/2021 

 

The gallery on this building only dates to 1988 when the Architecture Committee and Commission 

approved its installation. Staff at that time noted that a gallery would help to distinguish the 20th century 

second floor from the 19th century creole cottage remnant of the first floor. The applicant proposes to 

construct a new roof above this gallery and has submitted conceptual drawings for review. Staff notes 

that current VCC Guidelines require documentation of a previously existing balcony or gallery in order 

to reconstruct one and that a proposal for a new gallery at this location now would likely not be able to 

satisfy this requirement. Still, as the gallery is in place, the Architecture Committee may find the 

proposal conceptually approvable. 

 

The Guidelines note that, “adding a new … overhang will greatly alter the appearance of a building. In 

select cases, the VCC might approve the installation of a new balcony, gallery, porch, or overhang 

provided that: 

• There is documentary evidence supporting a … overhang previously existing 

• The installation is appropriate for the building type 

• The installation does not destroy or conceal an important architectural feature or detail 

• The proposed design is compatible in size, scale, and design to the building and surrounding 

streetscape” (VCC DG: 08-9) 

 

The proposed gallery roof is shown as near flat and with thin posts supporting the outer edge of the roof 

so staff does not find that it would obscure any important architectural details of the ca. 1920 second 

floor. Given that this is a yellow rated building and a rather unique situation, staff does not find that the 

addition of a gallery roof would be objectionable. If the Architecture Committee determines that the 

concept warrants additional development, the applicant would need to return to the Committee with full 

drawings and details for further review. 

 

Staff requests commentary from the Architecture Committee regarding whether or not the proposed new 

gallery roof is worth developing further. 

 

ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE ACTION:   03/23/2021 
 

 

 

 



906 Toulouse
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ADDRESS: 900-06 Toulouse Street   

OWNER: Zoma, LLC APPLICANT: Jessica Borne 

ZONING: VCR-1 SQUARE: 90 

USE: Residential LOT SIZE: 4,420 sq. ft. 

DENSITY-  OPEN SPACE-  

    ALLOWED: 4 Units     REQUIRED: 884 sq. ft. 

    EXISTING: Unknown     EXISTING: 1,760 sq. ft. (approx.) 

    PROPOSED: No Change     PROPOSED: No Change 

 

 

ARCHITECTURAL/HISTORICAL DESCRIPTION:  

 

900 Toulouse/539-43 Dauphine: Rating – green, of local architectural or historic importance.  C. 1825 

double masonry Creole cottage with detached 2-story service wing.  In the 19th c. there was an adjoining 

Creole cottage fronting on Toulouse Street (replicated in the newly constructed building at 906 Toulouse). 

 

906 Toulouse:  Rating – orange, post-1946 construction.  4-bay masonry Creole cottage which actually is a 

modern interpretation copied after the neighboring cottage, 900 Toulouse. 

 

Architecture Committee Meeting of     03/23/2021    

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     03/23/2021 

Permit # 21-07180-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Nick Albrecht 

 

Proposal to replace deteriorated decking of two interior facing balconies with new Aeratis synthetic decking 

and to make any needed repairs to underlying support structures, per application & materials received 

03/12/2021. 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   03/23/2021 

 

The applicant proposes to replace the existing wood balcony decking with new synthetic decking at two 

separate balconies on this property. 

 

The first balcony is located on the Toulouse St. elevation of the green rated rear service building. The 

applicant provided photographs of this balcony showing deterioration to some of the deck boards and 

possibly more so to the underlying wood elements. Staff notes that the application does include proposed 

repair/replacement of other deteriorated balcony elements with new wood elements. Only the decking is 

proposed for a material change to a synthetic decking. Staff notes that the unofficial criteria for this balcony 

is not fully met. Specifically, this balcony is located on a green rated building and there is a roof overhang to 

offer some weather protection to the wood. Still, if the decking is significantly deteriorated to the point of 

needing total replacement, the Architecture Committee may find the use of synthetic decking approvable.  

The applicant provided measurements of the existing purlins showing that they are currently spaced close 

enough to not need the installation of additional purlins with the installation of synthetic decking. 

 

The second balcony is located on the St. Louis elevation of the orange rated building located at 906 

Toulouse. The applicant provided photos of this balcony as well and some significant deterioration of the 

balcony elements is visible. Although this balcony is also partially protected by an overhang, given that this 

is an orange-rated building and the balcony is in a location surrounded by other buildings and obscured from 

views, staff is less hesitant in recommending approval of the installation of synthetic decking on this 

balcony. 

 

Staff recommends approval of the installation of Aeratis decking on the rear balcony of the orange-rated 

building and request commentary from the Committee regarding the installation on the green-rated building. 

 

ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE ACTION:   03/23/2021 

 



Appeals and Violations



939 Toulouse
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ADDRESS: 939 Toulouse   

OWNER: Catherine Arnold APPLICANT: Jane Anderson 

ZONING: VCR-1 SQUARE: 89 

USE: Vacant Lot/Parking LOT SIZE: 2,325 sq. ft. 

DENSITY-  OPEN SPACE-  

    ALLOWED: 2 Units     REQUIRED: 697 sq. ft. 

    EXISTING: 0 Units     EXISTING: 2,325 sq. ft. 

    PROPOSED: 0 Units     PROPOSED: No Change 

 

ARCHITECTURAL / HISTORICAL DESCRIPTION:   

 

No rating -- surface parking. After the building on this site was demolished in the 1960s, there was a court 

battle with the owner to erect a fence on this lot. 

 

Architecture Committee Meeting of     03/23/2021    

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     03/23/2021 

Permit # 20-22947-VCGEN                 Lead Staff: Nick Albrecht 

Violation Case #19-07473-DBNVCC                Inspector: Marguerite Roberts 

 

Proposal to renovate parking lot space including replacing existing gate, repairing existing brick paving 

and adding new permeable paving, new lighting, and new signage, per application & materials received 

01/11/2021 & 03/15/2021, respectively. 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   03/23/2021 

 

The applicant has submitted revised materials that are a significant change and improvement over 

previous iterations. Staff notes the following conditions now proposed: 

 

Paving 

The applicant notes that the existing brick paving covers approximately 220 sq. ft. of the site. They 

propose to repair this brick paving in kind. The remainder of the site is proposed to be covered with a 

permeable True Grid paving system. The aggregate used to fill the grid system is noted as ¾” crushed 

limestone. The Guidelines note that, “the VCC recommends avoiding the installation of gravel or other 

loose, small-scale paving that can become airborne in the event of a wind storm.” (VCC DG: 10-8) Staff 

believes that the combination of the True Grid system and the larger scale of the limestone should 

minimize any of this gravel from moving in the wind. 

 

Additionally, although the CZO does not currently have any permeability requirements in the district, 

staff appreciates that the applicant is proposing a permeable system. 

   

Gates 

The applicant proposed to replace the existing fixed panel portion and two operable leaves of the gate 

with two new wider operable leaves. The new gate would eliminate the fixed panel in favor of two wider 

6’ wide gate portions. Although the vehicular gate is being divided into a paired gate rather than one large 

vehicular gate, staff suggests it might be beneficial to include a supporting metal frame as noted in the 

Guidelines. (VCC DG: 10-6) A metal frame would offer reinforcement to the gate and allow the gates to 

operate more easily. 

 

Lighting 

The overall lighting proposal has been revised to now feature four post mounted light fixtures with one in 

each corner of the lot and a total of 26 wall or fence mounted sconce lights. The light posts are noted as 

being 84” tall and in the renderings are shown as extending slightly above the existing fence. The wall 

sconce fixtures are very simple in design and have been approved for installation at other properties in the 

district.   

 

Signage 

A total of four information signs are now proposed with two at the back of the lot and two at the side. All 

signs measure 18” x 24” and will only contain parking related information.  

 

Walk Up Kiosk 

The previously proposed walk up kiosk has been removed from the proposal. Staff notes that if any kiosk 

is proposed in the future it will need to be reviewed separately.  

 

Other Features 

The applicant has added six bollards to the proposal, each located at the end of a parking spot. These 

should help to protect the fence on this side from damage. 
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Staff notes that no security cameras are shown on the proposal. Given the problems that have been 

witnessed in this parking lot, staff suggests that one or two security cameras installed in conjunction with 

these other improvements should significantly discourage illicit activities from occurring here. The 

installation of security cameras would likely also benefit the business in tracking vehicles and enforcing 

non-payment. 

 

Summary 

In general, staff finds the current proposal generally approvable but requests commentary from the 

applicant and/or Architecture Committee regarding the possible use of a metal frame for the new gate and 

the possibility of adding security cameras to the property. 

 

ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE ACTION:   03/23/2021 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Architecture Committee Meeting of     01/26/2021    

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     01/26/2021 

Permit # 20-22947-VCGEN                 Lead Staff: Nick Albrecht 

Violation Case #19-07473-DBNVCC                Inspector: Marguerite Roberts 

 

Proposal to renovate parking lot space including removing gate, new paving, new lighting, new signage, 

and new walk up service kiosk, per application & materials received 01/11/2021. 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   01/26/2021 

 

Iterations of this proposal have been reviewed since July 2016, shortly after this previously private 

parking lot was converted to a commercial parking lot. Staff has met with the parking lot operators 

numerous times over the years and has made many suggestions for potentially approvable site elements. 

Still, the materials submitted for review appear to be identical to those submitted in 2016. Staff has noted 

the following concerns since the project was first proposed: 

 

Paving 

The existing lot features a small area of brick paving at the gate entrance. The remainder of the lot 

features loose gravel or shells. Both bricks and crushed shells are noted as historic paving materials in the 

Guidelines. (VCC DG: 10-8) Further, the Guidelines state that, “the VCC requires the retention, repair, 

and maintenance of existing historic paving materials.” (VCC DG: 10-8) 

 

The applicant proposes to excavate the existing lot and to install a new TRU-GRID system. As TRU-

GRID is only a framework some kind of aggregate will still be needed to fill the frames and complete the 

project. It is not noted what this material would be. 

 

Gates 

Prior to its conversion from a private parking lot to a commercial parking lot ca. 2017, the gates at the 

Toulouse St. property line and sidewalk were kept closed and locked. These closed gates created a 

consistent setback for the entire block face with the neighboring buildings, 

 

The applicant proposes to completely remove the gates, creating a 15’ wide opening at the street front that 

would always be open. Staff finds this aspect of the proposal in conflict with the Guidelines that note that, 

“a consistent setback maintains the visual rhythm of the buildings and site elements in the neighborhood”, 

that “it is generally appropriate to keep landscape elements, like a wall or fence, at similar setbacks as 

neighboring buildings”, and “it is generally inappropriate to create a large front yard setback.” (VCC 

DG: 14-7) 

 

Surface parking lots are relatively rare in the District, typically limited to the boundaries along N. 

Rampart and along the river. Where they do exist in the interior blocks, they are often accessed through 

automatic gates or hidden behind buildings. (Examples: 920 St. Ann example, 920 Conti, 1020 Bourbon, 

327 Dauphine, 917 Toulouse) 

 

Staff finds the removal of the gate highly problematic. Not only from an architectural point of view by 

creating a large break in the otherwise consistent street front, but also from a public safety and quality of 

life standpoint. Staff suggests that some kind of automatic gate could be an option to consider. 
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Lighting 

The applicant proposes a combination of three different light fixtures for installation in various areas of 

the parking lot. Four decorative can lights are proposed for installation at the existing masonry wall at the 

street front. Specs on the lights were not included but this fixture or something similar may be approvable 

for installation in this location. 

 

The second fixture type is a tall streetlight style LED fixture with two fixtures proposed in opposite 

corners of the lot. As this lot is surrounded by residential properties, staff is concerned about light 

spillover from these tall fixtures into neighboring properties. The Guidelines state that, “the VCC requires 

directing ambient and security lighting to minimize glare and prevent spill over onto an adjacent 

property.” (VCC DG: 11-9) 

 

The last fixture proposed is a three tier garden light with a total of ten fixtures proposed at the two sides 

of the lot. Staff finds the concept of these low garden lights approvable but not these particular fixtures. 

Low, wall-mounted fixtures could also be considered. 

 

Signage 

The plans include a large new sign proposed for the street front and four additional signs wall mounted 

within the parking lot. The proposed main sign is shown as measuring 46” x 36” which results in a sign of 

11-1/2 square ft, considerably larger than the maximum size allowed. For this frontage, staff calculated a 

sign could be a maximum of approximately 6-1/2 square ft.  

 

The secondary signs measure 18” x 24”. These instructional type signs have been approved at other 

parking lots. 

 

Walk Up Kiosk 

The final aspect of the proposal appears to be a new walk up kiosk which is shown in the various 

rendering but not noted in the details. The Guidelines note that the installation of walk-up services 

requires Commission review and that their installation should be discreet and unobtrusive. Staff finds the 

location shown in the renderings potentially unobtrusive but notes that it would be much more 

unobtrusive with a gate in place. 

 

Additionally, staff questions the necessity of a walk-up payment kiosk in today’s cell phone filled world. 

Even parking meters on city streets now have the option to pay by phone. 

 

Summary 

As this property has been problematic for close to five years and the proposal has not developed and has 

several non-approvable aspects, staff recommends denial of the proposal. 

 

ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE ACTION:   01/26/2021 

 

Mr. Albrecht read the staff report with Mr. Anderson present on behalf of the application.  With regards 

to the report, Mr. Anderson responded as follows: 

• Paving- the detail was not included but they agreed upon a brick apron. He stated that they could 

adjust the proposal to show repair and reinstallation.  He went on to say that the True Grid went 

over a stone aggregate- 3/8” crushed limestone. 

• Gates- the current gate has 3 equal parts- with one fixed panel, problematic. Mr. Anderson stated 

that they would like to replace the gate with a new gate that would visually match the current 

gate, but would only have 2 panels. 

• Lighting- Mr. Anderson stated that they could possible lower the pole for the tall lights and that 

they could get a different fixture for the garden level fixtures. 

• Signage- Mr. Anderson stated that they would remove the signage form the proposal. 

• Walk up kiosk- Mr. Anderson stated that 20% of people pay by mobile, compared to the amount 

that actually pay at the lot.  He went on to say that it would be beneficial to have cash and credit 

card on site payment. Mr. Anderson then stated that the kiosk would not be visible when driving 

by and only partially visible when walking, as it would  be behind the gate. 

 

Ms. DiMaggio stated that one of her concerns was uniformity in the paving.  Mr. Fifield asked if the city 

required an apron.  Mr. Block stated that he was unsure, but that he could verify.  Mr. Fifield then stated 

that they absolutely could not lose the gates.  Ms. DiMaggio agreed. She went on to say that the gates 

were the creation of the street front.  She then asked the applicant when would they ever be closed 

therefore how much were they actually contributing.  Mr. Fifield stated that even in the historic photo the 
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curb cut was much smaller than now.  Ms. Bourgogne asked the Committee to keep in mind that with the 

gates always open, they created a blind spot behind them that proved to be a public safety issue.  Mr. 

Fifield agreed. He then stated that the pole mounted light fixtures could not be higher then the 

surrounding walls, so revisions were necessary there.  Mr. Anderson stated that he understood. Mr. 

Bergeron stated that he agreed with Mr. Fifield and staff.  With nothing left to discuss, the Committee 

moved on to the next agenda item. 

 

Public Comment: 

While we applaud the applicant in finally addressing the issue at this address we agree with the committee 

that the proposal is not in keeping with the guidelines. We cannot underscore the vulnerabilities created to 

the entire square when one single property is left open to the street. Open gates are an open invitation to 

every business, him and yard. We also are concerned about spillover light from the tall fixtures. As to the 

kiosk surely there is a technological alternative, for example an app or web-based payment option. While 

this lot is in dire need of a makeover, please deny this version and ask that the applicant work within the 

guidelines to create something that is safe, not an eyesore, not a burden on neighbors and that is cohesive 

with the surroundings. 

 

Nikki Szalwinski 

FQ Citizens 

Public Comment: 

Not having a secured gate is a huge, dangerous, get-sick-to-your-stomach problem.  You should see what 

goes on nightly—and in the middle of the day—behind the corners of the wall and parked cars. 

 

Curb cuts, set-backs and traffic flow may be viable concerns, but they’re but details compared to the 

steady flow of drug dealers, junkies, prostitutes and bathroom visitors who make this a toxic mess.  They 

squat behind the parked cars and huddle behind the walls where they can’t be seen from the street.  They 

shoot up, toss needles over the fence.  The place smells of excrement. 

 

It’s not like they have to sneak in…they waltz in, where there used to be a gate.  No one’s going to see 

them so why not, it’s a perfect place for everything illegal you can imagine. 

 

And lights aren’t going to help, this all happens in the middle of the day, too.  And if you install a gate but 

leave it open during business hours…well then you’ll “only” have drug dealers, junkies, sex acts and an 

open bathroom during business hours. 

 

The police know about this, the Vieux Carre knows about this, the neighbors know about this.  No secure 

gate means not safe. 

 

If you like, I have photos I’m happy to submit. 

 

Robert Bell 

bell.robert@mac.com 

the bell cell 310-567-6195 

 

Discussion and Motion: Mr. Bergeron made the motion to defer the application to the next meeting in 

order for the applicant to revise his proposal based on today’s comments.  Ms. DiMaggio seconded the 

motion and the motion passed unanimously.  

 

Vieux Carré Commission Meeting of     12/07/2016    

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     12/07/16 

Permit # 16-36225-VCGEN            Lead Staff: Nick Albrecht 

 

Proposal to install new walk-up parking service, per application & materials received 11/08/16. 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   12/07/16 
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Staff notes that for many years this site has served as a private parking lot with the same few vehicles 

being observed in photographs through the years. The City’s Zoning Department provided a document 

stating that they had determined that this lot is operating as a legal, non-conforming parking lot. The 

document specifically noted that “the zoning code does not differentiate between a public or private 

parking lot, for compensation or at no charge.”  

 

The applicant had previously made a much more extensive proposal for the conversion of this property 

into a commercial parking lot but has scaled it back to only the installation of a ‘Strada TVM Parking 

meter’ measuring 68.5” tall by 16.9” wide and 11.4” deep. The meter is proposed to be installed behind 

the existing masonry wall. In reference to walk-up services the guidelines state that, “the installation of 

these services should not cause the removal of historic building fabric or negatively impact the historic 

character of a building.” (VCC DG: 13-11) Staff does not find that the proposed machine would have a 

negative impact on the site or any historic building fabric. 

The applicant has stated that the existing gates will remain closed and that each parker will have a key to 

the gate for access to the property. Staff is concerned about the possible impact on traffic as parkers stop 

in the street to open or close the gate. Staff is also concerned that there is no guarantee that these gates 

will in fact be opened and closed as described by the applicant if the parking meter is installed and 

nothing to prevent this lot from morphing into an always open hourly parking lot. 

If this parking lot is limited to a finite group of parkers with access keys, staff questions the need for the 

walk-up service at all. Staff questions why parkers cannot simply pay in other ways, such as paying 

online and including their license plate number, which would make the need for the walk-up parking 

meter unnecessary.  

As staff finds the walk-up service unnecessary for the function of the parking lot as described by the 

applicant and notes that there is no guarantee that the gates will remain closed when vehicles are not 

actively entering or exiting the lot, staff recommends denial of the application as submitted and 

recommends that the applicants revise the proposal to feature either some kind of automatic closing gate 

or a proposal with no parking meter. 

VIEUX CARRÉ COMMISSION ACTION    12/07/16 

Mr. Albrecht gave the staff presentation with Mr. Baham present on behalf of the application. Mr. Musso 

noted that in some ways this application was similar to the one that had just been discussed. Mr. Musso 

noted that there were concerns about the gate and possible resulting traffic delays resulting from the gate 

operation.  

 

Mr. Blanda inquired if the parking lot was currently full of contracted parkers. Mr. Baham replied that 

there were a few monthly parkers but the lot was not completely full. Mr. Blanda questioned if they were 

having trouble filling the lot. 

 

Mr. Skinner inquired why they needed a meter inside the gate if it was used for monthly parking. Mr. 

Baham stated that it was so that parkers could purchase a ticket and place it on their dash. Mr. Musso 

inquired why there was a need to place a ticket on the dashboard in the first place. Mr. Baham stated that 

parkers can but tickets in any increment. 

 

Mr. Harrington, in the audience, stated that he was an owner directly behind the lot and noted that the 

property had been an eyesore for years and that there had been a couple cars parked there on random 

occasions. Mr. Harrington stated that the proposal does not seem to make financial sense if it is used for 

monthly parking. Mr. Harrington asked if the Commission could impose some kind of long term 

requirements such as limiting the lot to six spaces and requiring the gate to always be locked. 

 

Mr. Musso replied that there were also some zoning issues at play and that some of Mr. Harrington’s 

requests were outside of the Commission’s abilities at this point. Mr. Harrington stated that they also had 

serious safety concerns, noting that the property was wide open behind the lot. 

 

Jenna Burke, in the audience, questioned the installation of a kiosk on a lot with a gate. She stated that the 

kiosk would be overkill, noting that the operators could utilize other monthly paying methods. 

Ms. Lousteau, representing VCPORA, expressed her concern that this will be operated as an hourly lot 

and that this could only happen if parkers have a key or the gates are left open. Ms. Lousteau continued 
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that parking lots are in high demand and that she would be happy to assist the applicant in providing 

names of potential parkers. 

 

Mr. Fifield stated that the major concern was the possibility of the gates remaining open and that the gates 

will cease to hide the visibility into the lot. Mr. Fifield noted that no part of the proposal addresses that 

concern and moved to defer the application. 

 

Mr. Baham stated that there was nothing to prevent the gates from remaining open now. Mr. Fifield stated 

that a kiosk opens the possibility of hourly use. 

 

Mr. Taylor noted that the best use of the land would be a building. 

 

Mr. Blanda seconded the motion for deferral, which passed unanimously. 

Architecture Committee Meeting of     11/22/2016    

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     11/22/16 

Permit # 16-36225-VCGEN            Lead Staff: Nick Albrecht 

 

Proposal to install new walk up parking service, per application & materials received 11/08/16. 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   11/22/16 

 

The applicant has drastically reduced the scope of work from previous submittals and now the only 

proposed work is the installation of a ‘Strada TVM Parking meter’ measuring 68.5” tall by 16.9” wide 

and 11.4” deep. The meter is proposed to be installed behind the existing masonry wall. In reference to 

walk-up services the guidelines state that, “the installation of these services should not cause the removal 

of historic building fabric or negatively impact the historic character of a building.” (VCC DG: 13-11) 

Staff does not find that the proposed machine would have a negative impact on the site or any historic 

building fabric. 

Staff questioned the applicant if any work would take place to the existing gate or if it would simply be 

left open to allow cars to come and go at all hours. The applicant responded that the existing gates will 

remain closed and that each parker will have a key to the gate for access to the property. 

If this parking lot is limited to a finite group of parkers with access keys, staff questions the need for the 

walk-up service at all and questions why parkers cannot simply pay for their parking in other ways 

besides the walk-up machine. 

As staff finds the walk-up service unnecessary for the function of the parking lot as described by the 

applicant, staff recommends denial of the parking meter. 

ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE ACTION:   11/22/16 

 

Mr. Albrecht gave the staff presentation with Mr. Baham present on behalf of the application. Mr. Musso 

stated that there needs to be clarification regarding the function of the machine.  Mr. Baham replied that 

parkers still need to display a ticket on the dash and can use the machine to purchase monthly parking. 

 

Mr. Fifield inquired if the ticket could simply be emailed to the parker.  Mr. Baham replied that that 

would become cumbersome to the parker. Mr. Musso noted that the machine will be behind the fence. 

Mr. Fifield inquired if the gates will remain closed and stated that he does not see the need for the 

machine. Mr. Fifield continued that he is concerned that the machine will allow for hourly or daily 

parking, noting that there are many parking lots in the French Quarter that charge an hourly rate. 

 

Mr. Musso noted that these issues were not architectural and moved to forward the application to the 

Commission with no objection to the placement of the machine. Mr. Fifield amended the motion to 

simply forward the application to the Commission for consideration. 

 

Mr. Harrington, in the audience representing the interests of four condos located behind the property and 

one immediate neighbor, stated that they would prefer that the property wasn’t a parking lot. Mr. 

Harrington continued that the gate is generally locked at present and expressed concerns that the proposal 

was a “bait & switch”, noting that the previous proposal was for an open public parking lot. Mr. 

Harrington noted that the properties were wide open behind this lot and that there is no security fencing. 

 

Mr. Musso replied noting that the Architectural Commission responds to the placement and visual aspect 

of the proposal and that the other issues can be raised by the Commission. Mr. Harrington recommended 
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that the gate always remain closed and locked and noted that is seems unnecessary to have a machine if 

the lot is used for monthly parkers. 

 

The vote was called to forward the application to the Commission and passed unanimously. 

 

Architecture Committee Meeting of     10/25/2016    

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     10/25/16 

Permit # 16-07687-VCGEN            Lead Staff: Nick Albrecht 

 

Proposal to renovate vacant lot including the demolition of existing brick paving and existing gate, the 

installation of pervious paving and signage in order to create six (6) commercial parking spaces, per 

application & materials 10/15/16. 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   10/25/16 

 

The Staff met with the applicant to review their proposal informally 10/18/2016.  At that time, the 

presentation indicated that the entire site would be paved with a pervious paving material.  In response to 

the AC request that the site be paved with brick to match the existing, the applicant said that the amount 

of existing brick was so small that to pave the entire site to match would be cost prohibitive.  The staff 

recommended retaining the existing opaque gate so that there would be limited visibility into the site, thus 

making this paving material possibly approvable.  The staff informed the applicant that the proposed 

contemporary lighting indicated was not appropriate but was unsure that a traditional French Quarter-

style lamp post would be appropriate in this location either.  It is critical that the presentation indicate this 

site within its residential context.  The staff is concerned that lighting necessary for security of this type of 

commercial parking lot is inappropriate for this context and would be very disruptive to the tout ensemble 

of this residential block. 

As no revised drawings have been presented to staff following the 10/18 meeting the staff makes no 

further recommendation. 

ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE ACTION:   10/25/16 

 

The AC expressed concern over the proposed pervious paving material.  This material is not appropriate 

for a lot within the Vieux Carré.  The AC was also concerned that the opaque gate would remain open at 

all times defeating the purpose of retaining the gate.  No lighting was presented for review.  Mr. Fifield 

moved to defer the application so that the proposal can be modified and lighting presented.  Mr. Brady 

seconded and the motion passed unanimously. 

 

 

Architecture Committee Meeting of     07/26/2016    

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     07/26/16 

Permit # 16-07687-VCGEN            Lead Staff: Nick Albrecht 

 

Proposal to renovate vacant lot including the demolition of existing brick paving and existing gate, the 

installation of asphalt paving and signage in order to create six (6) commercial parking spaces, per 

application & materials 07/07/16. 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   07/26/16 

 

Staff notes that for many years this site has served as a private parking lot with the same few vehicles 

being observed in photographs. The City’s Zoning Department provided a document stating that they had 

determined that this lot is operating as a legal, non-conforming parking lot. The document specifically 

noted that “the zoning code does not differentiate between a public or private parking lot, for 

compensation or at no charge.”  

 

Staff reviewed the submitted plans and attempted to contact the applicant noting that much of the 

proposed work was in deviation of the guidelines. 

 

Staff notes that the site currently features areas of existing brick paving as well as areas that are simple 

gravel or shells. The applicant proposes to pave the entire site with hot-mix asphalt. The guidelines state 

that “the VCC requires replacing existing brick or stone paving in-kind, matching what is existing in 

material and pattern.” (VCC DG: 10-8) Additionally, the guidelines state that, “the VCC does not allow 

installing asphalt paving at any location.” (VCC DG: 10-8) 

 

Staff recommends retaining and refurbishing the existing brick paving and, if desired, installing matching 

brick paving in areas of new paving. 
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The applicants also propose to remove the existing gate to create a 15’ wide, always-open, entrance into 

the property. Staff is concerned that eliminating this gate will break up the otherwise near continuous 

streetwall. Additionally, the guidelines state that, “the VCC does not allow [the] removal of an existing 

historically appropriate fence in good condition – An application will be reviewed on a case by case 

basis.” (VCC DG: 10-7) Staff recommends modifying the existing gate with automatic gate equipment, to 

be located as discreetly as possibly. 

 

Other aspects of the proposal, including exterior lighting, signage, and repairs to existing walls can be 

worked out at the staff level, however, many of these items require additional information. 

 

As the proposal, specifically the paving and demolition of the existing gate, are directly in opposition of 

numerous guidelines, staff recommends denial of the application as submitted with the applicant to 

drastically revise the proposal. 

 

ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE ACTION:   07/26/16 

Mr. Albrecht gave the staff presentation with three representatives present for the application. Mr. Musso 

stated that he would prefer to defer the application rather than deny it. Mr. Musso noted that there are 

some areas of brick paving and that although the Commission may not require the applicants to try and 

match the existing exactly, but they would like to see brick paving utilized. 

 

Mr. Fifield inquired if the applicants have looked at their proposed asphalt paving in regards to the new 

CZO. Mr. Fifield suggested that opening this lot to public parking instead of contract only may not be the 

best model. One of the representatives for the application stated that it was significantly more profitable 

to rent the spaces short term. Mr. Fifield replied stating that a semi-private lot wouldn’t require signage or 

an open gate. 

 

Mr. Musso moved to defer the application to allow the applicants to revise the proposal with brick paving 

and meet the other requirements discussed in the staff report. Mr. Fifield seconded the motion, which 

passed unanimously.  

 

Following the vote the representatives for the application stated that they would actually be able to fit 

eight spaces into the lot and inquired if any other paving material would be acceptable besides brick. Mr. 

Musso replied that stone would also be an acceptable paving material. Finally, the representatives stated 

that for a parking lot less than ten spaces they were exempt from the requirements of the CZO. 

 

 

 



211 Decatur
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ADDRESS: 211 Decatur   

OWNER: 211 Dec Atur LLC APPLICANT: Sharon Bourn 

ZONING: VCE-1 SQUARE: 30 

USE: Commercial LOT SIZE: 2,908.7 sq. ft. 

DENSITY:  OPEN SPACE:  

ALLOWED: 4 units REQUIRED: 872.6 sq. ft. 

EXISTING: Unknown EXISTING: Unknown 

PROPOSED: No change PROPOSED: No change 

 

ARCHITECTURAL/HISTORICAL DESCIPTION OF PROPERTY: 

 

Main building: Yellow, contributes to the character of the District. 

 

Early 20th-century "Decorative Brick style" commercial building that uses the scale and ground floor 

design of a mid-19th century building. 

 

Architecture Committee Meeting of      03/23/2021 

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     03/23/2021 

Permit #21-02957-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Erin Vogt 

 
Proposal to address ongoing violations, including demolition by neglect, lighting, and existing ATM, per 

application & materials received 02/01/2021 & 03/12/2021. [Notices of Violation sent 01/16/2018 & 

09/18/2019] 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   03/23/2021 

 

Since last reviewed by the Committee on 02/23/2021, the applicant has revised some elements of the 

proposal, as follows: 

 

• Masonry: the proposal now calls to “repair and/or replace damaged or missing masonry units, glazed 

brick will not be used. Proposal to coat existing delaminated brick with phenolic coating in lieu of 

replacing delaminated facing of the brick. It would match appearance and would last substantially 

longer.” Staff requested manufacturer’s specifications for the phenolic coating, as well as example 

photos of this type of application, but did not receive that information from the applicant.  

 

Staff is concerned that an epoxy coating may not be an appropriate treatment for the historic masonry, 

as many questions regarding material conservation, durability, and appearance arise from this 

proposal. The VCC Design Guidelines require all new materials to match existing; while epoxy 

coatings are not directly addressed, masonry coatings require very careful review to ensure that they 

will not cause damage to the historic fabric by trapping moisture, or discolor over time. If the 

Committee entertains a proposal to install phenolic coating, consultation with SHPO and the NCPTT 

should be undertaken to analyze the chemical appropriateness of utilizing a specific product on this 

particular masonry. If/when it is established that the coating meets high standards for preservation 

best practices, extensive sample testing would be required to ensure that the texture, profile, 

thickness, color, and finish match the existing glazed brick. Staff notes that the glazed masonry and 

mortar approved at 215-25 Decatur was laboratory tested by that applicant prior to approval and 

installation, and several mockups were required at the Committee level and in the field.  

 

• ATM: The applicant is now proposing to remove the ATM.  

 

Staff notes that no response has been received regarding other revisions recommended in the 02/23 report, 

including the extensive demolition by neglect present on the rear of the property.  

 

ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE ACTION:   03/23/2021 
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Architecture Committee Meeting of      02/23/2021 

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     02/23/2021 

Permit #21-02957-VCGEN      Lead Staff: Erin Vogt 

 

Proposal to address ongoing violations, including demolition by neglect, lighting, and existing ATM, per 

application & materials received 02/01/2021. [Notices of Violation sent 01/16/2018 & 09/18/2019] 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   02/23/2021 

 

The applicant has submitted a proposal to address some of the violations present on the property, as 

follows: 

 

• Masonry: brick and mortar damage and vegetation were cited as violations. The applicant proposes to 

repoint areas in need of mortar repair, repair and/or replace damaged or missing masonry units, noting 

“glazed brick will not be used,” and remove all vegetation. Staff requests clarification regarding 

whether the applicant intends to replace glazed brick with unglazed. VCC Design Guidelines require 

all new materials to match existing, and replacing glazed brick with non-glazed cannot be found 

approvable. The neighboring building at 215-25 Decatur, which shared ownership until 1923 and was 

likely constructed at the same time as 211 Decatur, replaced damaged glazed brick with a suitable 

match in 2018. Staff is happy to provide the applicant with the name and contact of the masonry 

supplier, eliminating much of the difficult legwork needed to obtain an exact match, but notes that 

other glazed brick may be found approvable if it matches the existing conditions.  

 

A separate note calls for surveying the masonry wall at the alley and submitting it to VCC staff for 

review, with all brick to match the existing type and color. Staff notes that all replacement brick must 

be replaced to match existing in color, size, material, porosity, detail, profile and exposure. 

 

• Lighting: Non-compliant light fixtures at the front of the building will be removed, and two fixtures 

are proposed. Five (5) Konial wall sconces (Fixture A) are proposed above the first-floor pilasters. 

They measure 5” x 5.6” x 6.3”, come in 3000K or 4000K color temperature, output 198 lumens, and 

have a CRI of 80+. Four (4) VOLT Top Dog Tommy lights are proposed at the center of each bay 

(fixture B). They measure 5.5” x 2.5” and have various lamping options.  

 

If the lamping options meet VCC Design Guidelines, staff has no objection to the VOLT fixtures or 

their placement. The sconces output very little light; staff recommends the Konial fixtures be 

removed from the proposal. 

 

• ATM: A note on the submitted materials calls to “apply for the placement of ATM at the front of the 

building or reorient to interior.” VCC Design Guidelines for walk-up services states that “the 

installation of these services should not cause the removal of historic building fabric or negatively 

impact the historic character of a building. Open air ATM services are allowed only on the premises 

of a bank or similar financial institution.” (VCC DG: 13-11)  

 

• Signage & neon: The submitted materials call for applying for signage and mounting brackets; this 

application must be submitted separately so all applicable agencies and departments may review it for 

compliance. Neon signage will be removed from the transoms. 

 

Staff notes that the application does not address several items cited on the property, particularly those on 

the side and rear of the building. The outstanding items include demolition by neglect for stucco, 

windows, trim, and paint deterioration, and work without permit violations for satellite dish/antenna, 

illegal drainage onto a neighboring property, PVC plumbing, and excessive wiring.  

Staff requests that the proposal be revised, as follows: 

• All broken or cracked masonry must be replaced to match existing, including glazed brick.  

• Additional information should be submitted for the VOLT fixtures. Staff recommends elimination 

of the Konial fixtures from the proposal. 

• The ATM should be reoriented to the interior, as walk-up ATMs are not allowed outside of 

banking institutions. All millwork should be restored to original appearance and operation. 

• A separate signage application must be submitted for any signage the applicant wishes to retain. 

• All other demolition by neglect and work without permit issues must be addressed, particularly 

those that make the building watertight, such as window and glazing repair.  

• Confirmation that vegetation will be addressed on the entire exterior of the property, not just the 

front elevation. 

 

Overall, staff recommends deferral of the application pending further response by the applicant. 

 

ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE ACTION:   02/23/2021 
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Ms. Vogt read the staff report. There was no one present on behalf of the application.  Mr. Block stated 

that the applicant had informed him prior to the meeting that he might be late.  Mr. Fifield asked if the 

Committee should hold discussion until after the recess, so the applicant would have an opportunity to 

participate. Ms. DiMaggio and Mr. Bergeron agreed. 

 
Public Comment: 

Nikki Szalwinski 

Please defer this application and require the many violations to be addressed. Lighting and signage have 

long been issues at this address. [Note: this comment was received after the public comment period 

ended and was not read into the record at the hearing] 

 

Discussion and Motion: 

Mr. Fifield noted that the Committee had not discussed the proposal and asked if the applicant was 

present. No one addressed the Committee, but Ms. Vogt noted that it appeared his line was connected to 

the teleconference and he was not muted by staff. Hearing no response from the applicant, Ms. DiMaggio 

stated that she did have questions and was willing to defer to another hearing. Mr. Fifield stated for the 

applicant’s benefit that, in his opinion, the recommendations in the property report were likely to be 

upheld, particularly the appeal regarding the glazed brick. He encouraged the applicant to consider 

revisions to save time at future meetings. 

 

Ms. DiMaggio moved to defer the application to allow the applicant to be present and encouraged 

revisions in keeping with the property report, as presented. Mr. Bergeron seconded the motion, which 

passed unanimously. 
 



325 Bourbon
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ADDRESS: 321-325 Bourbon   

OWNER: Quarter Holdings LLC APPLICANT: Sharon Bourn 

ZONING: VCE SQUARE: 69 

USE: Commercial LOT SIZE: 4,480 sq. ft. 

DENSITY-  OPEN SPACE-  

    ALLOWED: 7 Units     REQUIRED: 1,344 sq. ft. 

    EXISTING: 0 Units     EXISTING: 1,078 sq. ft. approx. 

    PROPOSED: No Change     PROPOSED: 708 sq. ft. 

 

ARCHITECTURAL / HISTORICAL DESCRIPTION:   

 

Important 3½-story masonry townhouse, designed in 1851 by J. N. B. de Pouilly, which retains many of 

its elegant original details including side passage, cast iron balconies, cast iron frieze window grilles with 

Grecian female figures holding Arabesque floral designs. 

 

Main and Service Ell – Green 

Rear Addition – Brown 

Courtyard Infill - Unrated 

 

Architecture Committee Meeting of     03/23/2021    

 

DESCRIPTION OF APPLICATION:     03/23/2021 

Permit # 21-05727-VCGEN                 Lead Staff: Nick Albrecht 

Violation Case #19-03786-DBNVCC                Inspector: Marguerite Roberts 

 

Proposal to remove existing vitrine window and existing front doors and to install two new sets of French 

doors in the respective bays and to address VCC violations, per application & materials received 

03/01/2021. 

 

STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION:   03/23/2021 

 

Staff found that a similar application to remove the existing storefront and install new sets of French 

doors was reviewed in 2002 and again in 2005. The 2002 proposal was actually fully approved and 

permitted in May, 2002. Staff was able to locate one set of plans related to the 2002 proposal in the digital 

files but it is unclear if these were the plans that were eventually approved. Staff will need to review the 

hard copy files for more information related to the 2002 approval.  

 

According to the property reports, both the 2002 and 2005 proposals took significant cues from a 1946 

photograph of the building which shows a condition similar to the existing. Specifically, the proposals 

included retaining two existing transom windows with diamond shaped lites and adding matching similar 

transoms. The report also notes that the decorative light fixtures seen in the 1946 photograph would be 

replicated. Staff notes that all elements of the ground floor appear to date to 1946 as an earlier photograph 

shows a “modern” storefront at the ground floor of this building. 

 

The current proposal takes cues from the bi-folding doors located in the bay closest to Bienville St. 

Looking at photographs of the building, it appears this millwork was installed in the mid to late 1990s. 

Given all of this history, staff is drawn more to the earlier 2002 proposal and taking cues from the 1946 

photograph of the building. Specifically, retaining the existing transom windows with diamond shaped 

lites, moving the center bay millwork up to the same plane as the millwork of the two side bays, and 

possibly introducing additional transom windows. 

 

The submitted materials also address several violations on the property but staff notes that they do not 

address the most egregious violation of the unpermitted infill construction in the courtyard. The submitted 

violation corrections also note that the existing awning framework is to remain, be repainted, and covered 

in new awning fabric. Staff notes that the installation of this awning was unpermitted and a proposal to 

retain it was denied by both the Architecture Committee and full Commission in 2006. Staff suggests that 

a proposal that includes the removal of this element would benefit the overall proposal to revise the 

ground floor millwork. 

 

Staff recommends deferral of the application to further develop the proposed millwork and to include the 

courtyard infill in the overall proposal. 

 

ARCHITECTURAL COMMITTEE ACTION:   03/23/2021 

 


